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For us, organising trade fairs means bringing people 
together. We very much hope to be able to welcome 
you to the Frankfurt exhibition grounds soon. You will 
find more detailed directions on how to get to us on 
the websites of the individual events.

Welcome to Frankfurt.
The whole world awaits you.

Hotels and restaurants
Accommodation in Frankfurt.

Lobster, handkäs’ cheese and trendy snacks.

High-calibre culture and high-rise glamour,  
half-timbered houses or hip & chic
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Accommodation in Frankfurt.
The accommodation options in and around Frankfurt are many and  
varied. From 5-star luxury to simple B&B, Frankfurt alone offers around 
48,000 beds.

Frankfurt Hotel Guide
Messe Frankfurt’s Hotel Guide lists more than 180 hotels in Frankfurt and 
the surrounding Rhine-Main region that are looking forward to your visit.

Frankfurt Tourism
Book your private or hotel room for your stay in Frankfurt here.

Camping in Frankfurt
Nature-loving trade fair visitors can choose from a number of campsites in 
and around Frankfurt.

Lobster, handkäs’ cheese and trendy snacks.
We have listed 220 restaurants in Frankfurt and the Rhine-Main region in 
our handy Messe Frankfurt Restaurant Guide. Simply be inspired or  
search specifically according to your preferences. Whether cocktail bar, 
sushi, steakhouse, Apfelwein (cider) tavern, beer garden, fish restau- 
rant, vegetarian, hearty & wholesome or fine dining – Frankfurt is sure  
to be to your taste.

Restaurant Guide

http://www.hotelguide-frankfurt.com/en/nc/hotel-guide/
https://www.frankfurt-tourismus.de/en/Accommodation
http://www.frankfurt.de/sixcms/detail.php?id=317591&_ffmpar[_id_inhalt]=177692
http://www.restaurantguide-frankfurt.com/en/restaurant-guide/
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High-calibre culture and high-rise glamour,  
half-timbered houses or hip & chic
For many, Frankfurt is the world’s smallest metropolis. A skyline  
dominated by towering skyscrapers on the one hand contrasts with  
medieval squares and rows of houses just a few paces away.  
Frankfurt offers amazing variety in a small area. The reputation of the  
city’s theatres, opera, galleries and museums extends far beyond  
the region’s limits. With a history spanning 1,200 years, Frankfurt lies  
in the heart of Europe and at the centre of one of the most produc- 
tive and dynamic regions in the world.

Frankfurt attractions
Discover the attractions of Frankfurt and its surroundings.

Frankfurt nights
Whether clubs or bars, Frankfurt’s nightlife is diverse and hip. In 2014,  
the New York Times voted Frankfurt one of its favourite destinations  
in the world.

Wellness
Indulge in some relaxation and let yourself be pampered.

http://www.frankfurt.de/sixcms/detail.php?id=317578
https://www.frankfurt-tourismus.de/en/Discover-Experience
http://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2014/01/10/travel/2014-places-to-go.html?_r=0
https://www.frankfurt-tourismus.de/en/Discover-Experience
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